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Penguin Fun Facts
Some birds, including some penguins, have
feather tufts, called crests, on the top of
their heads. Birds can usually control their
crest feathers by raising or lowering them.
Male birds might do this to attract females.
They might do it to “talk” to other birds or
to show they are scared. Erect-crested, royal,
macaroni, northern rockhopper, southern
rockhopper, Fiordland, Snares,and yelloweyed penguins are considered “crested
penguins.”

Because African penguins
make a braying sound like a
donkey, they are sometimes
called “jackass” penguins.
Just like we can be
identified by fingerprints,
we can identify individual
banded penguins (African,
Magellanic, Humboldt, and
Galapagos) by the black
spots on their chests.

It’s true... not all penguins live in the cold, polar
region of Antarctica.
Except for Galapagos penguins that live on both sides
of the equator, all other penguins live in the southern
hemisphere. You will never find polar bears and
penguins living together in the wild.

Emperor penguins
are the tallest
penguins and can
be as tall as 4 feet
(1.2 meters). How
tall are you?
The little penguin
is the smallest
species standing
at just under 1
foot tall (30 cm).

Penguin Identification
Can you use the information in the book to identify these penguins?
How are beak shapes and colors alike or different? Describe eye colors and feathered head
crests. Which ones look more alike than others?
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1: yellow-eyed, 2: chinstrap. 3: emperor. 4: macaroni. 5; northern rockhopper. 6: African. 7: king. 8: royal. 9: Magellanic

Where in the World?

Match the penguin-identifying
color to see the approximate
area where they live.
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Match the Adaptations
All living things have adaptations that help them survive in their habitats. Match the penguin
adaptations.

A

Penguins have amazing beaks. The tips of the beaks on some penguins have a
hook on them to help grab fish. The inside of their mouths and tongues have small
finger-like projections (papillae) to help the birds to swallow fish whole.

B

Since penguins can’t fly, their wings (flippers) are perfectly adapted for swimming.
Their wings are hard and narrow like paddles to help move through the water.

Like ducks, penguins have webbed feet. They use their feet for steering and
braking in the water. Their nails help them climb and hop around on land.

C
1

Their feet are set back far on their bodies. That helps them swim but also makes
them waddle on land.
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Answers: A2-beaks, B3-flippers, C1-webbed feet
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Penguins can have up to 100 feathers per square inch on their bodies! They
have more feathers than any other bird!
Can you put 100 dots into a square inch?
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Penguins have two kinds of feathers. They have an under layer that is made up of
down feathers. This layer acts like a blanket and keeps the birds warm. The outer
layer acts like a wet suit and helps to keep them dry. The outer feathers are oily
which is what makes them waterproof.

Since penguins don’t fly, they have no need for hollow bones, like most other birds.
Instead, they have solid bones, just like humans!
Penguin knees are very high on their legs, very close to their “hips.” Their knees are
covered by skin and feathers so it is like when women wear tight skirts. Penguins
have to take short steps because of their “tight skirts.”

Countershading is a special type of camouflage used by many animals. Dark backs
help them blend in with the dark ocean when seen from above. Their white bellies
help them blend in with the lighter surface of the water when seen from below.
What other animals can you think of that have countershading?
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Answers: D6-feathers, E5-bones/knees, F4-countershading
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